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NT Utilities (DNTU) provides an integrated set of Microsoft Windows administration utilities in a centralized interface for
remote access. This allows you to manage processes, files, public information, applications and workstations just like an
administrator in the office. DNU consists of two components - DND (for decentralized environment management) and DnTu
(for unified remote environment management). The DND component includes a set of utilities responsible for application, file,
and network administration. The complex includes a data protection tool and a middle server for hosting applications, templates,
documents and working with them. DnTU includes a set of services for remote service configuration. The Microsoft Hyper-V
virtualization environment allows you to create many virtual machines on the same platform. To access the server via a network
interface, a special utility (for example, dntdw.exe) or a service (for example: dnudw.sys) must be installed and configured on
each client machine. Network Services allows you to access critical data and resources by connecting to a server infrastructure
using the TCP/IP protocol. The most common network services are: dnsupd, pdns, rsync, nsopt, syncs, telnet, etc. The
development of these network services is netswap and Intermag. On the basis of DNTE, the infrastructure is configured,
replicated, backed up and restored. DNTE allows you to remotely search and restore various services stored on computers and
server infrastructure. Through the network, these services can be "configured", updated or removed. DnTE allows for
decentralized shutdown of services through remote user transition between administrative nodes in the DnTE environment and
decentralization of resource management through a client-server mechanism. Dianet, compared to DNICP, allows you to
organize a virtual server without the need to create a separate physical server. DDN allows you to centrally manage the
distribution of resources between processors, groups and users of the local network. For example, through client-to-client or
email programs.
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